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Abstract. Current student skills models rely on non linear models such
as Bayesian Networks and Bayesian Knowledge Tracing, and on general
linear models, such as IRT which can be considered a logistic regression.
Only a handful of recent studies have looked at linear models based
on matrix factorization techniques. These studies obtained good success
over data from dynamic student knowledge states when compared with
widely used techniques such as Bayesian Knowledge Tracing. However,
there are no reports of linear models applied to static knowledge states
data. We introduce different linear models of student skill for small,
static student test data that does not contain missing values. We compare
their predictive performance the traditional psychometric Item Response
Theory approach, and the k-nearest-neighbours approach that is widely
used in recommender systems. The results show that that the IRT model
is far better than all others. These results are somewhat unexpected given
the recent relative success of factorization models for dynamic student
test data. They raise the question of whether there is still a large amount
of potential performance gain from other non-linear models for dynamic
data.

1 Introduction
In the field of recommender systems, linear models have taken a central role.
Models based on matrix factorization fared particularly well in recent years. They
allow the alignment of users and votes along a few common latent factors, which
was proven very efficient for predicting votes. A culminating demonstration of
the efficiency of these techniques was given in the Netflix contest [2, 10].
The recommender systems techniques were recently applied in the field of
student skills modeling [5, 16, 15]. The 2010 KDD Cup was held over educational
data and surely helped in bringing attention of the recommender community over
the task of student skills assessment. A comparison with the widely recognized
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing approach showed that it compared favourably [15].
Nguyen et al. used a multi-relational matrix and tensor-based factorization to
model latent factors (skills) and the time effect to predict student success [15,
14].
The above work was conducted over dynamic student performance data. It
consists of logs of success and failures of students on exercises as they interact
with a learning system environment. These environments typically exercise the
same skills over multiple problem, and often provide hints to help solve the

exercises as the student faces difficulties. Obviously, learning will occur during
the interaction. In fact, the same question item can be presented many times,
failed one or mores time and succeeded in the end. This is in contrast to test
data where the items are presented at once without any opportunity to access
learning material. We refer to this data as static performance data, or static test
data.
A large body of methods have been developed for assessing student skills
with static performance data (see [8] for a review). For the vast majority, these
methods are either non linear models or general linear models (for eg. logistic
regression). The most widely used one is Item Response Theory (IRT) [3], one
variant of which is in fact a logistic regression. Although it dates back to almost
50 years, it remains one of the most prominent and an active field of research in
psychometrics (for eg. [1]).
Except for a few recent exceptions [18, 6], linear models and matrix factorization techniques have not been investigated for the purpose of skills assessment
with static performance data. We define a few linear models and compare their
performance with some well known models of student skills assessment, namely
the classic 2 parameter IRT approach.
Although the prevailing skills assessment models for static data are simpler
to develop, because they do not have to take into account the student learning in
time factor, they are designed to take into account the particular characteristics
of the skills performance data. For example, in the logistic regression version of
IRT, the model uses the sigmoid curve slope parameter to model item discrimination, and the location parameter for item difficulty. It was proven a good fit
and highly effective. Other models use the fact that we learn skills in some order
and use this information to build graphical models which, in turn, can also be
highly effective (see [8]).
The question we address is whether the linear models can match the predictive performance of the traditional models for skills assessment for static test
data. Matrix factorization and tensors were shown to match existing state of the
art models for dynamic data with a large number of missing values, but that
conclusion may not necessarily hold for the other models developed for static
data.

2 Results matrix, Q-Matrix, and skills matrix
Student test data can be represented in the form of a results matrix, R, with n
row items by m column students. We use the term item to represent exercises,
questions, or any task where the student has to apply a skilled performance
to accomplish it correctly. If a student successfully answers an item, the corresponding value in the results matrix is 1, otherwise it is 0.
A results matrix R can be decomposed into two smaller matrices:
R ≈ WH

(1)

The W matrix is generally called the Q-matrix in the cognitive modeling field
[12, 13]. We keep the W notation here because it is more familiar in matrix
factorization. This matrix is an m items by k skills matrix that defines which
skills are necessary to correctly answer an item. It allows a “compressed” representation of the data that assumes the item outcome results are determined by
the skills involved in each item and the skills mastered by each student. The k
skills by n student matrix H represents the student skills mastery profiles. The
product of W and H yields the expected results matrix R.
Note that the Q-matrix (W) can take different interpretations. A conjunctive
Q-matrix assumes all skills in an item row are necessary for success, whereas a
disjunctive Q-matrix assumes any skill is sufficient, and finally a compensatory
Q-matrix assumes each skill adds to item success, which can be interpreted
as increasing the chances of success if each item is either succeeded or failed.
Equation (1) corresponds to the compensatory version of the Q-matrix, but it
can be transformed into a conjunctive version through negation of the R and H
matrices [9]. In the current work we focus on the compensatory version, which
has the greatest similarity to the recommender framework and is what has been
used by the previous studies mentioned [15, 5, 16].

3 Similarity with recommender systems and assumptions
Equation (1) is analogous to the decomposition of the (item × user ) votes matrix into two smaller matrices: the (item × preference) and (preference × user )
matrices. However, the votes matrix is typically sparse and different means have
been developed to accommodate matrix factorization techniques with sparse matrices, and to compensate for predictions based on highly uneven number of votes
in columns and rows that tend to negatively affect the predictive performance
of algorithms.
In the case that we study, we will assume that there are no missing values
in the R data. This type of data corresponds to the context where we obtain
student performance results from a test with a limited number of questions,
administered in totality to a number of students. This allows us to explore a
number of standard linear models without adaptation for missing values. The
context remains valuable when the objective is to adapt and reduce the number
of items presented in order to derive the skills matrix H, or when the objective is
to derive the Q-matrix (W) from data without missing values (or where missing
values are considered 0 as is often the case, or estimated with techniques such as
EM). Data with non missing values is also valuable from a theoretical perspective
as it allows us to compare models more easily.

4 Factorization and linear models
We define a number of linear models and compare their predictive performance.
This section defines the linear models.

Most of the linear models rely on matrix factorization. Matrix factorization
is a general approach for decomposing a matrix into smaller ones based on latent
factors. In the case of skills assessment data, the latent factors are the skills and
the decomposition follows equation (1) as explained above. Non-Negative Matrix
factorization (NMF) is a well known technique for conducting this factorization
and it leads itself to a natural interpretation of the Q-matrix, W, since we
expect skills to have a null or positive link with item success1 . Furthermore,
NMF allows the column (skills) vectors to be correlated, which is also expected
in reality since skills do correlate among themselves. Recent studies showed that
NMF is an appropriate technique do derive the Q-matrix from synthetic data [7,
6, 19].

4.1 Outcome prediction
There are multiple models to make predictions as we see later, but they all
follow the general principle of using a subset of the observed performance data
for each student in R to predict the remaining subset, and measure the prediction
accuracy. In a cross-validation with a matrix factorization model, the W matrix
must be derived with an independent data set for maintaining validity. Therefore
we need to separate the data set into four independent subsets. First, we define:
m : number of items
n : number of examinees
k : number of skills
Then, the four independent subsets are defined as:
n1
n2
m1
m2

: number of examinees in the training set
: number of examinees in the testing set (n = n1 + n2 )
: number of items for the observed set
: number of items for the inferred set (m = m1 + m2 )

We use the notation A(m,n) to refer to the dimensions (m, n) of a matrix A.
Hence, the whole training data set can be referred to as R(m,n1 ) , and the test
data is the subset R(m2,n2 )

4.2 Factorization and linear regression
Given the factorization of equation (1), we will use regression steps to build
different linear models. The regressions follow two general equations that allow
estimates of W and H from different subsets of data:
Ĥ = (WT W)−1 WT R
1

(2)

Negative links could be indicative of misconceptions in matrix W, but relaxing the
constraint to include negative values in this matrix would make its interpretation
much more complex. And unless we add orthogonality constraints like in PCA, it
would also widen the solution space and might raise convergence and stability issues.

and
Ŵ = RHT (HHT )−1

(3)

Equation (2) is a least squares linear regression to estimate H from W and R.
Equation (3) follows the same principle for estimating W in equation (1). We
refer to the matrices estimated by regression models as Ĥ and Ŵ. Equations (2)
and (3) are the basis of regression steps in some of the linear models below.

4.3 Model 1
The first model is based on the estimates of Ĥ and Ŵ, and its predicted values
can be computed as:
R̂(m2 ,n2 ) = Ŵ(m2 ,k) Ĥ(k,n2 )

(4)

This equation states that the predicted results R̂(m2 ,n2 ) are obtained from a
skills estimate matrix for the examinees of the testing set (n2 ), Ĥ(k,n2 ) , and an
estimated Q-matrix that matches these skills to the infered items (m2 ), Ŵ(m2 ,k) .
The estimate Ŵ(m2 ,k) is obtained from the subset R(m2 ,n1 ) : the test items
(m2 ) from the examinees training set (n1 ). Similarly, Ĥ(k,n2 ) is obtained from the
subset R(m1 ,n2 ) : the observed items of the test set. The regression equations (2)
and (3) provide the basis of these estimates which are given by:
Ŵ(m2 ,k) = R(m2 ,n1 ) HT(k,n1 ) (H(k,n1 ) HT(k,n1 ) )−1
Ĥ(k,n2 ) =

T
T
(W(m
W(m1 ,k) )−1 W(m
1 ,k)
1 ,k)

R(m1 ,n2 )

(5)
(6)

Where W(m1 ,k) and H(k,n1 ) are taken from the factorization of R(m1 ,n1 ) :
R(m1 ,n1 ) ≈ W(m1 ,k) H(k,n1 )

(7)

4.4 Model 2
The second model consists in computing a regression model to estimate skills
involved in the m2 item set from items in m1 according to a projection matrix P(k,m1 ) :
Ĥ(k,n2 ) = P(k,m1 ) R(m1 ,n2 )

(8)

The projection matrix is defined according to a regression model based on equation (2). We start with an overdetermined system of linear equations:
H(k,n1 ) = P(k,m1 ) R(m1 ,n1 )

(9)

we can obtain an estimate of P(k,m1 ) according to a linear regression (akin to
equation (2)):
P(k,m1 ) = H(k,n1 ) RT(m1 ,n1 ) (R(m1 ,n1 ) RT(m1 ,n1 ) )−1

(10)

where H(k,n1 ) is taken from the factorization of the m2 items of the training
set n1 :
R(m2 ,n1 ) ≈ W(m2 ,k) H(k,n1 )

(11)

The predicted results are given by:
R̂(m2 ,n2 ) = W(m2 ,k) Ĥ(k,n2 )

(12)

4.5 Model 3
The third model takes a direct route to prediction without reverting to latent
skills. Therefore, it does not rely on a factorization but, instead, it uses a regression model to predict non observed items from observed items directly. This is
summarized as the projection of R(m1 ,n2 ) onto R(m2 ,n2 ) .
R̂(m2 ,n2 ) = P(m2 ,m1 ) R(m1 ,n2 )

(13)

The projection matrix is computed from the training data set according to:
P(m2 ,m1 ) = R(m2 ,n1 ) RT(m1 ,n1 ) (R(m1 ,n1 ) RT(m1 ,n1 ) )−1

(14)

4.6 Model 4
Model 4 uses two sets of latent factors, one for the observed items and one for
the items to infer in the test set. It derives the latent factors with two NMF
factorization, and defines a regression model to predict the latent factors of the
predicted items from the latent factors of the observed items. The following
equations summarizes how the predictions are calculated.
The two factorization are respectively over the observed and predicted items
in the training set:
R(m1 ,n1 ) ≈ W(m1 ,k) H1(k,n1 )

(15)

R(m2 ,n1 ) ≈ W(m2 ,k) H2(k,n1 )

(16)

Then, a projection matrix is obtained to derive H2(k,n1 ) from H1(k,n1 ) :
H2(k,n1 ) = P(k,k) H1(k,n1 )
P(k,k) = H2(k,n1 ) H1 T(k,n1 ) (H1(k,n1 ) H1 T(k,n1 ) )−1

(17)
(18)

An estimates of the skills for the test students, with regards to the factorization
in 15, is obtained as:
T
T
Ĥ1(k,n2 ) = (W(m
W(m1 ,k) )−1 W(m
R(m1 ,n2 )
1 ,k)
1 ,k)

(19)

Using the projection matrix in equation (18), P(k,k) , the skills for the test student
is obtained:
Ĥ2(k,n2 ) = P(k,k) Ĥ1(k,n2 )

(20)

Finally, the predicted results are:
R̂(m2 ,n2 ) = W(m2 ,k) Ĥ2(k,n2 )

(21)

Note that this models requires two factorization steps (equations (15) and (16)),
which adds to the computational issue we discuss later.

4.7 k-nearest-neighbours, IRT, and expected values models
Three more models are included in the study for comparison purpose.
A k-nearest-neighbours model is also developed. It is based on the standard
weighted means predictions as can be found in [4]. It uses the Euclidean distance
to find the first 6 neighbours and the cosine to compute the predicted item
outcome as a weighted sum. A student and item bias is also added: in fact, it
corresponds to the “expected model” explained below and its weight is set to be
equivalent to the weighted sum above.
As mentioned in the introduction, the IRT model is a widely used and recognized approach to skills assessment. We used the two parameter logistic implementation in the R framework, ltm [11]. This model is a logistic regression
model where the location parameter is the item difficulty and the slope is the
item discrimination. It is a single skill model. The student skill is derived from
the observed item outcomes and it is used to predict the outcome to unobserved
items.
The expected model is a benchmark that corresponds to the expected outcome based on the item and student average success rates. Item success rate is
estimated based on Rm,n1 and student success rate is estimated fromp
Rm1 ,n2 .
The expected percent error of item mi for student nj is defined2 as mi nj ,
where mi and nj are respectively the success rate of item i and student j.

5 Methodology and Results
The validation experiments are conducted over three data sets:
fraction algebra: composed of a 20 question items and 149 students. The data
originates from [17]. The domain is elementary fraction algebra. The test was
given to high school students. Average score is 61%.
UNIX shell: composed of a 34 question items and 48 students. This data set is
characterized by a small number of respondents with an average performance
of 54% but a high variance with an almost rectangular distribution of student
scores.
College math: composed of a 60 question items and 250 students. Average
score is 58%. The students are freshman engineering students.
2

n

mi
j
An alternative definition of the expected success rate would be: ( (1−m
)−1 .
i ) (1−nj )
Tests with this alternative shows that the results are almost similar, except for the
fraction algebra where it performs slightly worst, by 1–2%.
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Fig. 1. Performance results of the fraction algebra data set, composed of 20 items and
149 students. Training set is 120. Mean percent error is reported for 24 runs and the
vertical bars show one standard error. Factorizations in models 1 to 4 are based on
5 skills.

The question items relate to 10–12 grade fraction arithmetics. This data set was
originally reported in [17]. All matrix factorizations are defined for 5 skills.
All models provide predictions for the unobserved items, n2 based on observed items, n1 . Cross-validation relies on splitting the data into training and
testing subsets. All data are reported for a 24-fold cross-validation with repeated
measures across models. The details of how predictions are derived from the
training and unobserved data depends on the model and is explained in the
previous section, but all models end up making predictions for the unobserved
items of the testing set, R̂m2 ,n2 , and the accuracy is measured according to the
percentage of correctly predicted items. Items outcome in all predicted matrices
(R̂) are discretized to {0, 1}.
Figure 1 to 3 report the mean accuracy of each model’s predictions for a
24-fold experiment and for three different number of observed items, 5, 10, and
15. The standard error is also reported for each condition.
Of the four linear models, model 1 and 4 are the only ones that are either
better (close to 4% better), or at par with the benchmark “expected model”. Also
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Fig. 2. Performance results of the UNIX data set, composed of 34 items and 48 students. Training set is 40. Mean percent error is reported for 24 runs and the vertical
bars show one standard error. Factorizations in model 1 to 4 are based on 5 skills.

noticeable is that the performance of the linear models advantage is inconsistent
when compared among them. As expected, the error generally decreases as more
items are observed, but models 2 and 3 contrast with this pattern for the UNIX
data set, possibly stemming from the few number of students for training in this
data set (40).
The IRT model systematically performs better than the “expected” model
and substantially better than all others. The error reduction ranges from 2%,
for the College math, to 7–8% for UNIX (a reduction by a half of the percent
correct for 25 items observed). The linear models sometimes perform better than
the benchmark model “expected”, but the gain is generally small, and it never
is better than IRT.
Finally,the k-nearest-neighbours model yields a performance generally comparable to the “expected” model for the fraction algebra and UNIX data sets,
but a lower performance for the College math data set.
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Fig. 3. Performance results of the College math data set, composed of 20 items and
250 students. Training set is 200. Mean percent error is reported for 24 runs and the
vertical bars show one standard error. Factorizations in model 1 to 4 are based on
5 skills.

6 Discussion
The most salient results from the experiments is that the classical IRT model
is systematically better and more stable than any of the linear models investigated. Only for one condition of the UNIX data set (20 items observed) has it
performance been similar to the “expected” condition, and similar to the best
linear models.
Of the four linear models, their relative performance varies a little between
them, but they do not show a large improvement over the baseline Expected
model. Models 2 and 3 show some instability for the smaller UNIX data set.
However, from a practical perspective, three linear models require the computation to derive a factorization of some subset of items in R, which is generally
slow and limits their applicability. Model 3 is the fastest to compute, because it
requires no factorization. Its computation is around 0.001 for the fraction algebra data set, whereas Model 1 which has one factorization is around 7 seconds.
The k-nearest-neighbours model is also fast to compute: around 0.01 second.

The IRT model computation is around 2 seconds to compute for the training,
but it requires a single training phase which can be done offline. For that reason,
IRT is a useful model in practice.
Note that the space of skills is not explored within this study. We could expect
that the linear models would be improved by a better choice of the number of
skills in the factorization, and other possible improvements using biases which is
commonplace in recommender systems. Biases would be particularly important
if our data contained a large number of missing values in order to offset the
weights of predictions based on highly variable number of similar votes due to
the missing values.
Note that these models involve a substantial computational burden: models 1, 2, and 4 all require a costly factorization of either the m1 or m2 items.
Given that the number of combinations is exponential, pre-computation of the
factorizations for an operational system becomes impractical for a large number of items. The factorization time also increases considerably with size, which
means these models are not adequate for large data sets of more than a few tens
of items. Only model 3 allows for relatively quick computations that can be done
in real time.
Beyond the computational resources issues, the above results raise questions
on whether the linear models can outperform the predominant IRT approach
for assessing skills with static test data. Whilst improvements can be brought,
there appears to be a strong performance gap to fill and practical issues to tackle
before they can be considered viable alternatives to IRT.
The results also raise the question of whether IRT can bring improvements to
the existing models for dynamic test data. If IRT is showing strong advantages
for static data, we could expect it to show some advantage for dynamic data as
well. However, IRT does not model the learning factor that comes into play in
this data. But we might expect that a method to integrate it within a dynamic
modeling of skills would bring interesting results.
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